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ABSTRACT
It is widely accepted that deep neural networks are very ef-
ficient for object detection in images. They reach their limit
when multiple long line instances have to be detected in very
high resolution images. In this paper, we present an origi-
nal methodology for the recognition of vine lines in high res-
olution aerial images. The process consists in combining a
neural network with a subclassifier. We first compare a tradi-
tional U-Net architecture with a U-Net architecture designed
for precision agriculture. We then highlight the significant
improvement in vine line detection when a DTE is added af-
ter the customized U-Net. This methodology addresses the
complex task of dissociating vine lines from other agricultural
objects. The trained model is not sensitive to the orientation
of the lines. Therefore, our experiments have improved the
precision by around 15% compared to our improved neural
network.

Index Terms— Machine Learning, Neural Network, De-
cision Tree Ensemble, Image Recognition, Line Detection,
Line Recognition, Vineyard Lines, Object Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) is widely used for image recogni-
tion. Indeed, deep Learning (DL) algorithms such as AlexNet
Neural Network [1], Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
[2], VGG-16 Neural Network [3] and U-Net [4] have a high
performance in the classification and segmentation of objects
in images.

The algorithms are trained on large datasets to improve
the accuracy of image recognition, such as the detection of
objects in images. Many research groups focus on the detec-
tion of small objects in high-resolution images, such as [5]
and [6]. However, when several instances of identical long
objects cross an image, the performance of the segmentation
algorithms is limited, as for example in the case of the detec-
tion of vine lines in a high-resolution image taken by a UAV.

Furthermore, in the case of precision farming, the dis-
tinction between agricultural objects in images is a compli-
cated task: colors may be similar (e.g. trees, grape leaves,

grass) and shapes may be comparable (e.g. lines of bushes
and vines).

This paper, based on precision agriculture, compares the
efficiency of the U-Net [4], often used for the segmentation
of objects in images, and a customized U-Net combined with
a DTE (Decision Tree Ensemble) that extracts additional
information and refine the classification. Our previous ex-
periments have shown that traditional algorithms and simple
neural networks do not achieve sufficient precision [7][8].
For this reason, we decided to use a U-Net. The training is
performed on perfectly identical data according to a precise
methodology described in the section 4.1. The experiments
allow to segment the image and detect the vine lines.

This research document is structured as follows: the state-
of-the-art of the algorithms exploited is addressed in the next
chapter. Then, the data processing is explained in section 3.
The experiments are detailed in section 4 followed by the re-
sults. Finally, the conclusion and the outlook are presented in
section 6.

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART

Most recent Deep Learning models are based on artificial neu-
ral networks. Deep neural networks (NN) such as the ResNet
[9] or Inception-v4 [10] are very efficient for image classi-
fication and segmentation. The ResNet-151 gets an error of
5.7% and the Inception-v4 gets an error of 4.2% for the clas-
sification of pictures in the ImageNet dataset [9] [10].

The U-Net neural network, used for objects segmentation
in images, is often used in the biomedical domain, for cell
detection or segmentation of medical images [11] [12]. The
FCN-8 model, which is partially composed with an architec-
ture similar to the U-Net, achieves a classification efficiency
greater than 80% for segmentations on aerial images [13]
[14].

Research is being done on the detection of lines and edges
in images. For problematics such as the detection of edges of
documents or specific objects, Hough Transformation is very
efficient [15]. In more complex cases, such as the detection
of power lines in images [16], the use of various neural net-
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works are promising to determine the areas containing lines
in the image. However, line segmentation at pixel level is
missing. Other researches on the detection of vine lines have
interesting results but are dependent and limited by the colors
[17] [18].

Then, to refine the classification, we decided to imple-
ment decision trees based on our experience. They are used
for classification but also for the detection of objects in im-
ages, such as for face recognition [19]. They are frequently
used for the extraction of specific parameters as well as for
the selection of the most important ones. They allow to re-
duce dimensions by selecting the most important and depen-
dent parameters [20] [21].

3. DATASET AND DATA PROCESSING

The dataset is created using an UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehi-
cle) that flies over the Alpine vineyards of Switzerland. The
UAV is programmed to take a high-resolution RGB photo
every 5 meters (see Figure 1). Each image contains meta-
information such as the UAV’s altitude, speed and geoloca-
tion. Using a photogrammetry software, we combine the im-
ages to create a complete landscape image of the vineyard.
The detailed description of the dataset is presented in the Ta-
ble 1.

Fig. 1: Example of an aerial image of a Swiss Alpine vineyard taken at an al-
titude of 50m using an UAV. The red square represents a patch of the original
image (145px).

Table 1: Detailed description of the complete dataset available for the exper-
iments reported in this research.

Settings
Images 790 Aerial images
Geolocalisation TRUE
Resolution per image 4.000x3.000 pixels
Colour RGB
Frequency Every 5m
Altitude 50 meters

The Figure 2 describes the methodology used to create
the dataset for the experiments. (1) Eight images are used to

train the models, two are used to test the models and the other
three are used for the validation. (2) Each image is manually
labelled through a mask with white lines representing vine
lines. (3) The original images are divided into patches of
identical size. The corresponding labels are also divided into
patches [22]. (4) Finally, due to the small amount of data,
the vine lines do not represent all orientations and therefore
do not correspond to the reality of the field. To overcome
this limitation, an augmentation of the training data has been
performed. The specifications of the data augmentation are
based on the research of [23]. The augmentations performed
are described in the Table 2.

The size of the patches for the experiments on this paper
is 145x145 pixels. This size is optimal for the problem of vine
line detection.

Table 2: This table details the augmentation applied to the data increasing
the variations in the image. This augmentation forces different orientations
for the lines of the vine.

Augmentation name Augmentation settings
Flip - Horizontal

- Vertical
Rotation - [-10°;10°] every 1°

- 90°
Scale - [50%;90%] every 10%

4. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Methodology

To determine the optimal segmentation and classification al-
gorithms for our problem, the following methodology is ap-
plied during the experiments.

1. Preparation of the dataset for training and validation,
following the process described in Figure 2. The orig-
inal images and annotations are divided into patches
[22].

2. The U-Net is trained and validated using first the orig-
inal network structure proposed by [4] and then the al-
tered U-Net proposed in this research (see Figure 3).
The input of the network corresponds to the patch of
the original image. The output of the network, classi-
fies pixels as vine or non-vine.

3. To improve vine line detection, a Decision Tree Ensem-
ble is implemented after the U-Net. The DTE filters the
rectangular areas representing the vine lines.

4. The results are established at an optimized threshold.
They are compared statistically on the validation im-
ages. The measures used for the results are precision,
recall and confidence interval.



Fig. 2: Methodology for the preparation of the dataset. (1) Creation of the training, testing and validation dataset. (2) Image annotation. (3) Division of the
original and annotated images into patches. (4) Training dataset augmentation.

Fig. 3: Altered structure of the U-Net, with an input of 145x145 pixels of 3 channels (RGB) and an output of 145x145 pixels of 2 channels (classes).

Fig. 4: Methodology for the recognition of the vine lines. (1) Original image is divided into patches of 145x145 pixels. (2) Segmentation and classification
of vine lines with the U-Net. (3) Contours recognition with the edge detection algorithm. (4) Extraction of the vine lines and their parameters to improve the
classification with a DTE. (5) Result produced by the DTE, with a reduction of False Positive.



4.2. Segmentation and classification using a U-Net

As a baseline, the U-Net neural network is implemented with
its original structure allowing an optimal segmentation and
classification of images, especially areas of interest [4].

For a more precise recognition of the vine lines, the orig-
inal U-Net architecture is adapted to create a reduced struc-
ture, allowing the analysis of patches of optimal size required
for the experiments [22]. The adapted U-Net architecture is
presented in the Figure 3.

The network is configured and trained to detect two
classes: vines and non-vines.

4.3. Classification improvement using a DTE

To reduce pixel detection errors around vine lines, the edge
detection algorithm proposed by [24] is applied. The algo-
rithm determines the surroundness relations among the bor-
ders of a binary image. The output of the algorithm is one
rectangle per vine line, containing the detected pixels as a
vine. Each rectangle is then filtered to eliminate false detec-
tion. When a rectangle is too small (ratio between long edge
and short edge), it is merged with its very closest correctly
detected neighbor or eliminated.

To improve the detection of the vine lines and to capture
the longitudinal shapes, we propose to use a Decision Tree
Ensemble (See the Figure 5). The output image of the U-Net
is used for training. Each of the rectangles of the image is la-
beled as vine / non-vine (Figure 4, pt.3). Then, each rectangle
is passed to the DTE to train the detection model. The settings
used are the dimensions of the rectangle and the characteris-
tics Haralick [25], Tamura [26] and First Order Statistics [27]
(Figure 4, pt.4). The output of the DTE provides a final detec-
tion and classification of the vine lines (Figure 4, pt.5). The
Figure 4, pt.5, shows the major impact of using DTE. The im-
provements of this classification are presented in the chapter
5.

Finally, the classification validation is done on images
containing lines of vines with varied orientations. It’s exe-
cuted according to the process described in Figure 4, from the
original image, through U-Net, edge detection, filtering and
finally DTE.

5. RESULTS

This chapter presents the results obtained with the different
algorithms. The edge detection algorithm is applied to the re-
sults of neural networks, generating rectangles that are used
to determine the quality of detection using IoU (Intersection
over Union) [28]. The comparison of the results allows to
evaluate the quality of the classification of the U-Net, the
modified U-Net and the impact of the DTE on the classifi-
cation.

Precision, recall and IoU (Intersection over Union) are
used for the model evaluation. Thanks to the IoU, it is possi-

Fig. 5: Process to improve vine line detection with a DTE. (1) Output image
from the U-Net. (2) Extraction of parameters for each rectangle. (3) Training
of a DTE for line detection. (4) Classification of the object as vine or non-
vine line.

ble to determine the precision of recognition at the level of the
location [28]. Indeed, this measurement makes it possible to
determine whether the detections are completely overlapping
or offset. The closer the IoU is to 1.0, the more accurate is the
detection. If the IoU is too low, the detection is too offset. In
our experiment, when the IoU drops below 0.5, the detections
can no longer be considered as TRUE. Considering the very
close lines, it is no longer possible to determine to which vine
line the detection corresponds.

The threshold of 0.75 for the IoU allows to keep the lines
distinct. It is used to calculate precision and recall. The ex-
periment results are presented in the Table 3.

Our results include the Standard Error (SE) calculated
with the Equation 1.

Table 3: This table details the precision, standard error and recall obtained
with a U-Net and an altered U-Net and an altered U-Net combined with a
DTE.

Precision Recall
U-Net from [4] 0.705 ±0.08 0.740
Altered U-Net 0.815 ±0.08 0.746
Altered U-Net 0.963 ±0.03 0.746with DTE subclassifier

SE = Zα

√
p(1− p)

n
(1)

Where:

• Zα: confidence level at 95%, Zα = 1.96

• p: is the precision

• n: is the number of data, including both classes



(a) Before the DTE
subclassifiers

(b) After the DTE
subclassifiers

Fig. 6: Visualization of the classification results for lines of vines with the
altered U-Net. Image (a) represents the classification at the output of the U-
Net, by applying an edge algorithm. Image (b) represents the output of the
U-Net after filtering using a DTE on the detected areas. The green are the
rectangles detected as vine lines. The red arrows show false positives. The
yellow are the rectangles with a corrected classification after the DTE.

The results in the Table 3 shows that our altered U-Net
have a higher precision compared to the original U-Net [4].
In addition, our experiments show a significant improvement
of the precision of 14.8% with the use of a DTE to refine
vine line detection. On the other hand, recall does not vary
with the inclusion of a decision tree as a decision aid. Indeed,
DTE mainly allows to remove False Positive and increases
the precision of our image recognition models. The DTE ex-
tracts additional information to capture the lines. Noise due to
false detection is lowered, eliminating image-like agricultural
objects such as bushes or trees.

In the Figure 6, the detection of vine lines is presented
graphically. The white areas are the pixels detected as being
a vine line with our U-Net. The green rectangles are the vine
line detected as a vine. The red arrows highlight the areas
wrongly classified as vineyard. Finally, the yellow rectangles
point out the corrections made by the DTE, which removes
the False Positive.

These visualizations highlight the improvements made by
the Decision Tree Ensemble. Indeed, the False Positive are
removed (represented with yellow rectangles in the Figure 6),
such as the white area in the middle of the image which is
actually a tree. But DTE also allows to remove objects such
as bush lines detected as vines.

6. CONCLUSION

The detection of lines of vines crossing a complete image is a
complicated task. Traditional Deep Learning algorithms such
as U-Net are not precise enough so that objects that are similar
(e.g. bushes) or with identical colors (e.g. trees) are often
incorrectly detected.

The use of a Decision Tree Ensemble to aid decision-

making, subsequent to a first analysis performed with a neural
network, allows a significant improvement of the classifica-
tion. The combination of an U-Net and a DTE improves the
precision by around 15%. This allows the removal of False
Positive and thus reduces the noise associated with the mis-
classification of similar objects in terms of imaging. By ap-
pending a DTE to the U-Net it is possible to extract additional
information to quickly converge to a more precise classifica-
tion and line detection. Furthermore, using a DTE allows the
classification to be adapted to a new similar problem without
having to train the neural network from the beginning, con-
siderably reducing training time [7].

The next steps in our work are focused on extending the
process, by applying research on the detection of vine lines on
low-resolution images, such as satellite maps imagery. This
will allow us to confirm that the re-training of the DTE is fast,
efficient and essential. The exploration of other algorithms
similar to DTE will also be able to extend our experiments.
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